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Abst ract - -We consider the numerical approximations of the two-dimensional steady potential 
flow around a body moving in a liquid of finite-constant depth at constant speed and distance below a 
free surface. One vertical segment is introduced as the upstream artificial boundary and two vertical 
segments are introduced as the downstream artificial boundaries. On the artificial boundaries, a
sequence of high-order global artificial boundary conditions are given. Then, the original problem is 
reduced to a problem defined on a finite-computational domain, which is equivalent to a variational 
problem. After solving the variational problem by the finite-element method, we obtain the numerical 
approximation of the original problem. The numerical examples how that the artificial boundary 
conditions given in this paper are very effective. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Sh ip  wave, Global artificial boundary condition, Finite-element method, Potential 
flOW. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the two-dimensional steady potential flow around a body  moving in a liquid of 
finite-constant depth at constant speed and distance below a free surface. Let d denote the depth 
of the liquid, U denote the speed of the body~ and g denote the acceleration of gravity. We 
scale the physical quantities by the length d and the velocity Vr~. We describe the motion in 
Cartesian coordinates fixed with respect to the body, where the x-axis points opposite to the 
forward velocity and z-axis is directed vertically upward, z = 0 corresponds to the undisturbed 
free surface and z = -I, to the bottom. Let ~i denote the domain  occupied by the body, then 
Ft = • × (-I, 0)\~i is the domain  occupied by the liquid. See Figure I. The  total velocity 
potential is split into a free stream potential plus a perturbation potential,: • = ttx + ¢(x, z), 
where # = U/v ~ is the Froude number.  By  linearizing the boundary  condition at the free 
surface, see [I], we  obtain the following problem for the perturbation potential on the unbounded 
domain  ~t, 
A¢ = 0, in ~t, (1.1) 
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Figure 1. Physical and computational domain. 
f~b 
z=l 
together with the boundary conditions, 
(#2¢x~ + Cz) [z= 0 = 0, -co < x < +co, (1.2) 
Czlz=-i = O, -oo  < x <( +co, (1.3) 
0¢ 
0--n ---- # cos 0, Of]i, (1.4) 
limoo ¢ = 0, l imo ° ¢ is bounded, -1 < z < 0, (1.5) 
where o denotes the outward normal derivative of ~2, in the following o always denotes the 
outward normal derivative of f]T which will be defined in the following. 0 is the angle between 
the outwardly directed normal to the body and the x-direction. 
Petersson and Malmliden [2] studied the numerical solutions of problem (1.1)-(1.5) using com- 
posite grids, furthermore, Malmliden and Petersson [3] proposed a Schwarz-type iterative method 
for computing problem (1.1)-(1.5). Doctors and Beck [4], Nakos and Sclavounos [5] studied the 
numerical approximations of problem (1.1)-(1.5) by a different approach, which is based on the 
boundary integral methods. Another approach for solving problem (1.1)-(1.5) with unbounded 
domain is the artificial boundary method. For overcoming the difficulty caused by the unbound- 
edness of the physical domain, introduce a artificial boundary and cut off the unbounded part of 
the domain and set up the suitable artificial boundary condition at the artificial boundary of the 
remaining bounded omain. Then, the problem on unbounded omain is reduced to a problem 
on finite-computational domain with high accuracy approximation. For the given problem on 
unbounded omain how to design the artificial boundary condition with high accuracy becomes 
a very important problem. During the last two decades, there are many mathematicians and 
engineers who have worked on this field for various problems by different echniques, ee refer- 
ences [6-17]. Recently, Bao and Wen [18] applied the artificial boundary method for computing 
problem (1.1)-(1.5). On the downstream artificial boundary Fb (see Figure 1), they designed 
the high-order artificial boundary condition, but on the upstream artificial boundary Fa they 
only used the Dirichlet condition ¢lra = 0. Then, problem (1.1)-(1.5) is reduced to a boundary 
value problem on the finite-computational domain f]T. The boundary condition, ¢lro -- 0, is too 
rough, it is possible to cause that the reduced boundary value problem is improperly posed. For 
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example, we consider the following nonhomogeneous problem without a body, which is related to 
problem (1.1)-(1.5) and was studied in [19], 
A¢ = f (x, z), R x (-1, 0), (1.6) 
together with the boundary conditions (1.2), (1.3), and (1.5), where f(x, z) is a given function 
on R x [-1, 0] and the support of f(x, z) belongs to gt~. Using the artificial boundary conditions 
on F~ and Fb given in [18] to reduce above problem, then the corresponding reduced problem on 
(a, b) x (-1, 0) is improperly posed, which has no uniqueness. In this paper, we design the high- 
order artificial boundary conditions on the upstream artificial boundary F~. Near the downstream 
artificial boundary, we introduce an auxiliary artificial boundary Fb, (see Figure 1) and obtain 
a new class of artificial boundary conditions. Furthermore, the numerical example shows the 
effectiveness of the method given in this paper. 
2. THE GLOBAL ART IF IC IAL  BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
As shown in Figure 1, take three constants a < b' < b, such that ~t~ C(a, b')x(-1,0). Then, 
we obtain the upstream artificial boundary F~ = {(x, z) : x = a , -1  < z < 0}, the downstream 
artificial boundary Fb = {(x, z) : x = b,-1 < z <_ 0}, and the auxiliary artificial boundary 
Fb, = {(x, z) : x = b' , -1 < z < 0}. The artificial boundaries F~, Fb divide the domain gt into 
three parts, 
~o={(x ,z ) : -~<x<a,  -1 <z<0},  
12T-- - -{(x,z) :a<x<b, - - l<z<0}\ f i~ ,  
gtb- - - -{(x ,z) :b<x<+cc,  - l<z<0},  
furthermore, we denote 
~,  = {(x, z): b' < z < +~,  -1  < ~ < 0}. 
2.1. The Artificial Boundary  Condit ion on the Downstream Artificial Boundaries 
We consider the artificial boundary condition on the downstream artificial boundaries. The 
restriction of the solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.5) on the domain ~b' satisfies, 
A¢ = 0, in gtb,, (2.1) 
(~¢xx  + ¢z)lz=0 = o, b' < x < +~,  (2.2) 
¢z]~=-I = 0 b' < x < +oo, (2.3) 
lim ¢ is bounded, (2.4) 
~--~+c~ 
where the domain ~2b, is a semi-infinite strip. The problem (2.1)-(2.4) is an incompletely posed 
problem. 
variables, 
¢ (x, z) = &0 + [a0 cos A (x - b) +/30 sin A (x - b)] cosh A (1 + z) 
(2.5) 
+ ~Zke- ' "x -b )  cos,k (1+ z), (x,z) e fib,, 
k=l 
with the A > 0 and #k > 0 (k = 1, 2,...  ) given by the relation, 
The general solution of problem (2.1)-(2.4) is given in [2,19] by the separation of 
#2A _-- tanhA, #2#k = tan#k, k >_ 1. (2.6) 
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We suppose that 0< # < 1, which is the most interested case in physics. This implies a positive 
real A. The functions {sinh A(1 + z), sin #k (1 + z), k = 1, 2,.. .  } are orthogonal on [-1, 0]. 
° sinhA (1 + z) sin#k (1 + z) dz = 0, k=1,2 , . . . ,  
1 
(2.7) 
0 
i~ s in#k( l+z)s in#j ( l+z)dz=O,  kC j .  
1 
On the artificial boundary Fb, 
0¢ = ~oe 0sinh A(1 + z) + E flk(--#k)sin#k(1 + z), (2.8) 
k=l  
~X Pb 0¢~ 0¢ = A/30 cosh A(1 + z) + E13k(--t~k)COS/~k(1 + Z). (2.9) 
k=l  
From the (2.8), and (2.7), we obtain 
ilk= s in#k( l+z)dz (--#kck), k = 1,2,. . . ,  
1 
(2.1o) 
I ao = sinh#k (1 + z) dz (Acx), 1 
with 
i ;  2#k - sin 2#k ck = sin#k (1 + z) 2 dz = , k = 1,2,...  
, 1 4#~ ' 
S; e 2X - -  e -2A -- 4X cA = sinh A (1 + z) 2 dz = 
i 8A 
On the auxiliary boundary Fb,, we have 
~zz rb ' oo 0¢ ---- (A~o cos AA -- ),rio sin AA) sinh A (1 + z) + E /3k  (--/~k) e '~ sin/Ik (1 + z), (2.11) 
k=l  
with A -- b - b' and sin AA ¢ 0. 
~lrthermore, we have 
f °  0¢_ sinhA (1 + z)dz = (a0 cosAA - flo sin AA) c~, (2.11) 
d_  1 Fst 
combining (2.10) and (2.12), we get 
0¢ +z)dz} / ( ) , cxs inAA)  flo= {S° (-~IrbcosAA-~zz r~,)sinhA(l . (2.12) 
From here, we can see the introduction of auxiliary artificial boundary Fb, is very important, 
otherwise, the value of parameter 130 cannot be determined. 
Substituting (2.10) and (2.13) into (2.9) we obtain 
O-nn r = O--dx r~ c--~i n~-A i O-ZZr~ 
(2.13) 
+s ,  cos .k( l+z  ) o o¢ sin#k (l + z) dz-- Db (¢). 
k=l Ck 1 
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The condition (2.14) is the exact boundary condition satisfied by the solution ¢ of problem 
(1.1)-(1.5). The auxiliary artificial boundary Fb, is involved in condition (2.14). Let 
DN (¢) = c~ sin AA 1 ~ZZ COS AA - ~-z  Pb' 
N COS /~k (I + z) [o 0¢ 
+ ~ ~ J-~ ~ r~ sin,~ (1 + z) dz, 
k=l  
for N = 0, 1, . . . ,  then we obtain a sequence of approximate artificial boundary conditions on the 
downstream artificial boundaries Fb and Fb,, 
0¢ rb ~xx = DbN (¢)' -1  < z < 0. (2.15) 
2.2. The Artificial Boundary  Condit ions on the Upst ream Artificial Boundary  F~ 
We consider the restriction of the solution of problem (1.1)-(1.5) on the domain f~ satisfying 
A¢ = 0, in a~, (2.16) 
(#2¢~ + Cz)[z=0 = 0, -oo < x < a, (2.17) 
CAz=- i  = 0, -~  < • < ~, (2.1s) 
lim ¢ = 0. (2.19) 
X- - -+- -  OO 
Problem (2.16)-(2.19) is an incompletely posed problem. The general solution of (2.16)-(2.19) is 
given by separation of variables in [2,19], 
¢ (x, z) = E akettk(z-a) COS #k (1 + z), 
k=l  
on the upstream boundary I'a, we have 
Prom (2.21), we obtain 
OL k - -  
(x, z) C fi~, 
oo  
¢lro = E c~k cos #k (1 + z), (2.20) 
k=l  
~Z ra  oo 0¢ = E ak (-#k) sin #k (1 + z), (2.21) 
k=l  
P a oo 
0¢ = Z ~ '~ cos ~ (1 + z). (2.22) 
k=l  
1 /_~ 0¢r  ~ #kck 1 ~zz sin #k (1 + z) dz, 
_ 0¢ sinhA(1 +z) dz O. Ro (¢) _-__ 
1 F~ 
Substituting (2.23) into (2.20) and integrating (2.20) on [-1, 0], we have 
F ¢lro dz = - ~-~ sin#k ; _ _  O~zrSin~tk(l+z)dz_Sa(¢). 
1 k=l  IAk2Ck 1 
for k = 1,2, . . . ,  (2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
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Substituting (2.23) into (2.22), we obtain 
~nnr oco¢ CO¢] ~ /_ 7ZZr ~°  0¢_ = cos#k( l+z)  s in#k( l+z)dz=_Ua(¢) .  (2.26) cOX r~ k=l  Ck 1 
On the upstream artificial boundary Fa, we now have the exact boundary conditions (2.24), 
(2.25), and (2.26). 
Let 
u sin#k fo  0¢ 
sN(¢) =--Epk----2~k J_ ~zz r~ sin #k ( l + z) dz, 
k=l  -1  
N 
u~ (¢) : - ~ co~ (1 + z) ]~ co~ ~o 
k=a ck 1 ~z sin#k (1 + z) dz, 
for N = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  
On the upstream artificial boundary F~, we obtain the following approximate artificial bound- 
ary conditions, 
0 
/ Cir, = (¢), (2.27) dz sy 
1 
co¢ = uy (¢). (2.2s) 
ra  
2.3. The  Reduced Boundary  Value Prob lem of P rob lem (1.1)-(1.5) 
Using the artificial boundary conditions given in this section, problem (1.1)-(1.5) is reduced 
to a boundary value problem on the computational domain ~T, 
A¢ = 0, in fiT, (2.29) 
(~¢~ + Cz) lz=0 = o, a < x < b, (2.30) 
CZ[z=-i = 0, a < x < b, (2.31) 
0¢ 
cOn # cos 0, on cOFti, (2.32) 
Ro (¢) = 0, (2.33) 
/ ;  ¢lr~ dz -- S y (¢), (2.34) 
1 
o¢ = vy  (¢), (2.35) 
ra  
0¢[ =DN(¢) .  (2.36) 
Irb 
Let ¢ be a solution of problem (2.29)-(2.36). Then, sN(¢) is constant. Let 
~=¢+s~(¢)  
For ¢, condition (2.34) is simplified, 
(2.37) 
/j Cro dz=O, 
1 
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and q~ satisfies equation (2.29) and conditions (2.30)-(2.36) except (2.34). Hence, we consider the 
A¢ = 0, in ~'~T, 
( ,~¢x~ + ¢~)1.=o = 0 a < x < b, 
¢Zlz=_ l  = 0, a<x<b, 
0¢ 
0---n =/~ cos 0 on 0fh, 
Ra (¢) = 0, 
0 
/]  ¢[r~ dz = O, 
1 
o~ = uJ (¢), 
ra 
7nn0¢ rb = D~ (¢) 
following simplified problem, 
(2.3s) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
Suppose ¢ is the solution of problem (2.38)-(2.45), then ¢ = q~ - sN(¢) is the solution of 
problem (2.29)-(2.36). In the following section, the equivalent variational problem of problem 
(2.3S)-(2.45) is given. 
3. THE EQUIVALENT VARIAT IONAL 
PROBLEM OF PROBLEM (2 .38) - (2 .45)  
Let H m (f~T) and H 8 (a, b) denote the usual Sobolev spaces on the domain ~T and the interval 
(a, b) with integer m and real number s [20], we introduce the space, 
and its subspace 
V = {v Iv c H 1 (aT) and v(.,0) e H l(a,b)}, 
{ /o } 
u= v l .ev ,  Ro( . )=0,  and . I rodz=0 • 
1 
Then, boundary value problem (2.38)-(2.45) is equivalent to the following variational problem. 
Find CN E U, such that 
AT(¢N,¢)+Ao(¢N,¢)+AN(¢N,¢)+A~(¢N,~) = F(¢) ,  Y¢cV,  (3.1) 
where 
AT (¢, ¢) ---- ~ V¢. V¢ dx dz, 
T 
Ao (¢, ¢) = _•2 f b O¢(Z,ox O)O~(x,ox O)dx, 
N i~ (/;, 'Or. ) (/;, O+ r. ) A N (¢, ~) = ~ sin #k (1 + z) dz sin #k(1 + z) dz 
5-; 
AN(¢,¢ ) = [£1(O¢/Ozlr, c°sJA-O¢/Ozlr~,)sinhA(l+z) dz] [£i O@/Ozlr, sinhA(l+z)dz] 
Ac~ sin AA 
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z=O 
~2 
z=l 
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Figure 2. 
+ E l  0¢ sin#k(l+z)dz sin#k(l+z)dz 
k=l  ]-tkek 
(¢) = f t~cos e¢ F ds. 
Jo fll 
In fact, for any ¢ • V, multiplying ¢ on the equation (2.38) and integrating by parts on ~T, 
the variational equality (3.1) follows immediately. 
We note that the solution space U is a true subspace of the trial space V. The variational prob- 
lem (3.1) is not suitable for obtaining the finite-element approximation of problem (2.38)-(2.45). 
Let 
¢1 = 1, (3.2) 
O, {a < x < b', -1  < z < O} \fti, 
¢2= sin~(x-b')coshA(l+z), f~2={b' <x<b, - l  <z<O}, (3.3) 
A (¢, ¢) = AT (¢, ¢) + A0 (¢, ¢) + A N (¢, ¢) + A N (¢, ¢).  (3.4) 
For variational problem (3.1), we have the following results. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any ¢ E U, the following equalities hold, 
A (¢,¢1) = F(¢1) ,  V¢ • U, (3.5) 
A (¢, ~P2) -- F (¢2), V ¢ • U. (3.6) 
PROOF. It is straightforward to check that equality (3.5) holds. 
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On the domain f12, ¢2 satisfies 
A¢2 = 0, in ~2, 
(.2 (¢2)~. + (¢2)=) Iz=0 = 0, b' < x < b, 
(¢2)zlz=-i = 0, b' < x < b, 
¢21rv = 0, -1  < z < 0, 
0¢20x rb =Ac°sAAc°shA( l+z) '  - l<z<0,  
0¢2 = AeoshA(l+ z), - l<z<0.  
~ l.,b ~ 
For any ¢ E U, a computation shows 
0 = - [ ¢A¢2 dx dz 
Jn 2 
d.+ - ,  t 
:io . , 7xx ax)z=odX 
,O¢(b,z) ; ,O¢(b',z) 
+ cos AA sinh A (1 + z) ~ dz - sin A (1 + z) -~z dz 
1 1 
= A (¢, ¢2). 
Obviously, F(¢2) = foa~ # cos 0¢2 ds = 0, the equality (3.6) follows directly. 
Let V = V* ~ {¢1, ¢2}. From Lemma 3.1, we know the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Boundary value problem (2.38)-(2.45) is equivalent to the [ollowing variational 
problem. 
Find cg  E U, such that 
A (¢N, ¢) : F (¢) ,  v ¢ e v*. (3.7) 
Suppose Uh and V~ are the finite-element subspaces of U and V*, then we obtain the finite- 
element approximation of problem (3.7). 
Find Ch N E Uh, such that 
A (¢h N, ¢) = F (¢), V ¢ e V~. (3.8) 
After solving problem (3.8), we obtain the approximate solution ¢~ of the original problem 
(1.1)-(1.5) on the computational domain f~T. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we first present the numerical experiments which demonstrate he effectiveness 
of our global artificial boundary conditions, then we obtain the approximate solution of problem 
(1.1)-(1.5). 
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In following computations, the body ~i is defined by the domain, 
a~ = {(x,z) • R2: -0 .2  < x < 0.2, -0.6 < z < -0.4}. 
Then, the bounded computational domain ~T is given by 
~2v={(x,z) eR2:a<x<b,  - l<z<0}\~i .  
Three meshes were used in our computations. For a given mesh, the mesh size h is defined as 
the maximum of the lengths and widths of all rectangles in the mesh. We shall always take 
b ~ = b - h in the following. Figure 3 shows the partition for Mesh A (h = 0.2) of ~T. Mesh B 
(h = 0.1) is generated by dividing each rectangle in Mesh A into four equal smaller ectangles. 
Mesh C (h = 0.05) is obtained from Mesh B in a similar way. 
0 
0.2 
0,4 
0.5 
0.8 
1 
1 
I 
0.~ 0 015 , ,15 
Figure 3. Mesh A. 
4.1. Numerical  Results of the Test Problem 
Let 
¢0 = eos/~(x - a) cosh A(1 + z). 
We consider following boundary value problem which is similar to problem (2.38)-(2.45), 
A¢ ---- 0, in ~T, 
( ,2~x + ~z)lz=o = 0, a < x < b, 
¢~lz=-i =0, a<x<b,  
a¢ a¢0 = 0, on 0~i, 
On On 
Ro (¢) = R~ (¢0), 
0 ; f_¢lro dz = dz, ¢0lro 
1 1 
a~n ---- U g (¢), -1 < z < 0, 
F~ 
0¢  g 
~nn rb=D~ (¢), - - l<z<0.  
Then, ¢0 is the exact solution of this problem. 
Problem (4.1)-(4.8) is equivalent to the following variational problem. 
Find Cg C W, such that 
AT(¢N,¢) + A0(¢N,¢) q- AN(¢N,¢) q- AbN(¢N,¢) : F(~b), vceE  
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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where V, AT, Ao, AN, AN are described in Section 3 and 
W = v Iv • V, Ra (v) = Ra (¢0), and Vlr" dz = ¢0[ro dz , 
1 1 
0¢o ~b ds 
F (¢) -- foa, ~ " 
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Table 1. Comparison of Ch with ¢o. 
Errors h = 0.2 h = 0.1 h ---- 0.05 
max [~b h - ¢o] /max I¢ol 12.73% 2.23% 0.49% 
HCh - ¢Ol[O,flT/][¢O[[O,flT 13.44% 2.72% 0.65% 
I]¢h - ¢ol[1,nr/il¢olh,aT 34.93% 17.06% 8.53% 
Take a -- -1  and b = 1, N=20, p = 0.4 in (4.9), after calculation with our finite-element 
method, a numerical solution Ch of variational problem (4.9) can be obtained. The relative 
errors of Ch -- ¢0 in L~c-norm, L2-norm, and HKnorm are given in the Table 1 for Mesh A, B, C, 
respectively. 
As shown in Table 1, Ch tends to ¢0 when mesh size h decreases, the convergence order of 
max [¢h  - -  ¢01 and ]]¢h - -  ¢01]0,f~T is O(h2), [lCh -- ¢0[ll,ar is O(h). The results demonstrate our 
global artificial boundary conditions are very effective. 
4.2. Approximate Solution of Problem (1.1)-(1.5) 
We can obtain approximate solution cg  of problem (1.1)-(1.5) by computing problem (3.8). 
Take a = -1  and b = 1.6. Figures 4-6 show ¢~0 on Mesh A, B, and C when ~ = 0.4, respectively. 
Figures 7 and 8 show ¢2o on Mesh C when # = 0.2, 0.6, respectively. 
Figure 4. ¢20 on Mesh A for/z ----- 0.4. 
Figure 5. ¢20 on Mesh B for # ----- 0.4. Figure 6. ¢20 on Mesh C for/~ = 0.4. 
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Figure 7. ¢2h0 on Mesh C for/~ = 0.2. Figure 8. ¢2h0 on Mesh C for # = 0.6. 
Table 2. The effect of the artificial boundary conditions # = 0.2. 
Errors N=I  N=5 N=10 N=15 N=20 
max I¢~ - CNI 5.5068E - 5 1.6522E - 7 1.5271E - 7 1.3959E - 7 1.1774E - 7 
t1¢~ - cN II0,~T 1.0880E - 5 2.2534E - 8 2.0824E - 8 1.8944E - 8 1.5983E - 8 
I1¢~ - ChNlI~,f~T 9.6134E -- 5 8.4306E - 7 7.9573E - 7 7.2695E - 7 6.1226E - 7 
Table 3. The effect of the artificial boundary conditions # = 0.4. 
Errors N=I  N=5 N=10 N=15 N=20 
2.3466E - 5 max I¢~ ° - cN I 7.2256E - 5 3.3102E - 5 2.1739E - 5 2.0663E - 5 
I1¢~ - ¢N IIo,~r 1.5015E - 5 1.4010E - 6 9.7233E - 7 9.4731E - 7 
I1¢~ - q 5N III,~T 1.3335E - 4 4.5746E - 5 2.3878E - 5 2.1347E - 5 2.4376E - 5 
Table 4. The effect of the artificial boundary conditions # = 0.6. 
Errors N = 1 N = 5 N = 10 N = 15 N = 20 
max I¢~ ° - cN I 5.7431E -- 5 2.2452E - 5 1.1564E - 5 9.4153E - 6 1.1549E - 5 
I1¢~ ° - ¢hN]10,nT 1.4101E - 5 7.6516E - 7 3.5969E - 7 3.4066E - 7 3.3592E - 7 
1.1621E - 4 2.8324E - 5 1.3588E - 5 1.0578E - 5 1.2644E - 5 
8.9570E - 7 
Table 5. The effect of the location of the artificial boundary Fb. 
Errors b = 0.6 b = 1.0 b = 1.4 
max I¢ - ¢~1 6.8008E - 5 2.6359E - 6 9.2443E - 7 
]!¢ - ~b~ II0,f~o 2.9797E - 6 5.6906E - 7 2.5945E - 7 
[1¢ - ¢~ [[1,f~o 6.4143E - 5 2.S424E - 6 1.1689E - 6 
We sha l l  tes t  the  ef fect  o f  the  te rms N used  in our  g loba l  ar t i f ic ia l  boundary  cond i t ions .  Le t  ¢~o 
denote  the  f in i te -e lement  so lu t ion  of  p rob lem (3.8) when N = N*  is su f f i c ient ly  large,  so ¢~o can  
be  t reated  as numer ica l  so lu t ion  o f  p rob lem (3.8) so lved  w i th  exact  boundary  cond i t ions .  In  our  
computat ion ,  we take  N*  = 100. Tab les  2 -4  show the  max imum er ror  o f  ¢~o _ cN  over  mesh  
po in ts ,  [1¢~ ° N co g - -¢h  [[0,ar and  [[¢h - -¢h  Il l ,aT for Mesh  C w i th  # = 0.2, 0.4, and  0.6, respect ive ly .  As  
shown in  Tab les  2 -4  show the  max imum er ror  of  ¢~ - -¢h  N over  mesh  po in ts ,  [[ ¢~o - ¢~] ]0 ,~r  and  
I1¢  g -Ch  II1,~ for Mesh  C w i th  ~ = 0.2, 0.4, and  0.6, respect ive ly .  As  shown in Tab les  2 -4 ,  our  
g loba l  ar t i f ic ia l  boundary  cond i t ions  are  very  good  approx imat ion  to  exact  boundary  cond i t ions  
even  when N = 1, the  er ro r  caused  by  us ing  of  g loba l  art i f ic ia l  boundary  cond i t ions  is very  smal l ,  
there fore ,  in  the  computat ion  very  few terms in  the  b i l inear  fo rm AN(c ,  ¢ )  and  A~V(¢, ~b) a re  
on ly  needed in o rder  to  get  good  accuracy .  
F ina l ly ,  we sha l l  tes t  the  effect of  the  locat ion  o f  the  art i f ic ia l  boundary  Fb. We take  a = -1  
and  b = 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, and  1.8, respect ive ly .  For  each  b, we use  a cor respond ing  mesh  w i th  the  
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mesh size h = 0.05. Let ¢ denote the "exact solution" which is the finite-element solution of (3.8) 
when b = 1.8 and N = N*. Table 5 shows the maximum error of ¢ - ¢~ over mesh points, 
t1¢ - ¢~°II0,~T and I1¢ - ¢~HI,~T for different location of the artificial boundary Fb, where f~0 is 
the bounded computational domain ~'~T when b = 0.6. 
As shown in Table 5, the influence caused by different location of artificial boundary Fb is 
very small. Therefore, for a given accuracy, it is possible to use a small bounded computational 
domain. So, the using of global artificial boundary conditions can save computational cost greatly. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A sequence of high-order global artificial boundary conditions at the downstream and up- 
stream artificial boundaries are designed for the two-dimensional steady potential flow around 
a body moving in a liquid of finite-constant depth at constant speed and distance below a free 
surface. Then, the original problem is reduced to a problem defined on a finite-computational 
domain, which is equivalent to a variational problem. The variational problem can be solved by 
finite-element method. Then, the numerical approximation for the original problem is obtained. 
Numerical examples how that our global artificial boundary conditions are very effective. Sum- 
marizing this paper, we can make some conclusions on our method. 
• Our global artificial boundary conditions are very effective. With this method, the orig- 
inal problem is reduced to a problem on a bounded computational domain with high 
accuracy, and only a few terms in the global artificial boundary conditions are needed in 
computation. 
• The convergence rate of the mesh size is consistent with the usual finite-element error 
estimation for the problems in a bounded domain when using our artificial boundary 
conditions to solve a problem in an unbounded omain. 
* The infiuents caused by different location of artificial boundary Fb is very small. Therefore, 
we can choose a small bounded computational domain to get high accuracy. 
• Introduction of V* is necessary, because the variational problem (3.1) is not suitable for 
finite-element method. 
• Introduction of auxiliary artificial boundary rb, is necessary, because wave form at down- 
stream must be determined by wave value on two different boundaries. 
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